Introduction to Datax

Datax is a 3-years-old AI startup with a team size of 15 energetic young talents. For AI developers, Datax provides all you need to start building AI, from ML- assisted data labeling, to training, deployment & continual learning development cycle. For enterprise, Datax delivers customized AI solutions. For the general public, Datax offers an end user facing product, Subanana, to help video creators automatically produce subtitles. Combining self-developed AI algorithms, labeling workforce and our experienced management team, we strive to deliver specialized AI application development and hence create business value to our clients and all Hong Kong people. We are looking for the IT talents below who enjoy working under startup culture, share the same vision and cannot wait to co-create value with us.

Address: Lion Rock 72, 1/F, Innocentre, 72 Tat Chee Ave, Kowloon Tong

Website: https://datax.io, https://subanana.com
Application: careers@datax.io

Front-end Web Developer

Responsibilities
- Develop web applications with given functional requirements and UI documents
- Perform system testing

Requirements
- 1+ years of experience in web application development
- Experience with Git
- Knowledge of JS frameworks such as ReactJS, Vue.js and Angular
- Proficiency with HTML, TypeScript, CSS
- Proficiency with REST-based APIs
- Familiarity with basic CI/CD operations and Docker is a plus
- Aware of programming concepts and patterns like OOP, MVC and SOLID
- Comfortable with developing software under Unix-like OS
- Eager to learn and self-motivated
Back-end Developer

Responsibilities
- Develop backend applications with given requirements
- Produce and perform automated unit testing
- Perform system testing

Requirements
- 1+ years of experience in backend application development
- 1+ years of experience with backend application frameworks / patterns, such as Node.js, RPC or Spring
- Experience with Git
- Proficiency with REST-based / RPC-based APIs
- Familiarity with database and object storage operations
- Familiarity with basic CI/CD operations and Docker
- Familiarity with task queuing is a plus
- Aware of programming concepts and patterns like OOP and SOLID
- Comfortable with developing software under Unix-like OS
- Eager to learn and self-motivated